**Power-only Cable**

**Simple:** Power only, single wire

**Efficient:** Keyed and color-coded for correct mating

**Convenient:** Flexible mounting options for easy access

**Reliable:** Secure lock with click for secure mating

**Safe:** Finger keep-out prevents electric shock

---

**Power and Signal Hybrid**

**Simple:** Power and signal contacts in one robust connector

**Efficient:** Signal contact section snaps in for easy assembly

**Convenient:** Floating mount for easy mating alignment

**Reliable:** High-reliability 2-point signal contacts

**Safe:** Designed to prevent electric shock

---

**Bus-bar to Bus-bar**

**Simple:** Power only bus-bar clip

**Efficient:** Scalable—add more to add power

**Convenient:** Mounts without screws or tools

**Reliable:** Firm contact with floating for blind mating

**Safe:** Keeps power at the back, preventing shock

---
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